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With the development of informationization，sotfware products being used more 
and more widely，the systerm getting more and larger and complexity，the quality of 
software becomes a hotspot and difficulty problem of computer technical field. Being 
an important measure to assure quality and reliability of software，software testing 
becomes one of the most important aspects of software industry either in our country or 
abroad. 
This paper focuses on automatic test data generation for path testing using genetic 
algorithims. That is a program P and a target path W ，D  is the set of all possible 
inputs，the goal is to find input values x D
−
⊂ ，that will travel the target path W  . path 
testing is a problem of NP . It is also an important method to test the stucrture of 
programs. Studies of automatic test data generation can reduce the high cost of manual 
software testing and at the same time increase its reliability. So studies  of automatic 
test data generation is a problem of practical meaning for the realization of automatic 
software testing. 
First，this paper introduces several steps of test data generator system. They are 
program analyzer path selection and test data generation. Main content s of every step 
and which one in use is also given out in this dissertation. The genetic algorithms used 
as the core algorithm of automatic test data generation based on analysis and 
comparison of the methods such as random algorithm，symbol executing algorithm , 
target oriented algorithm，path orienied algorithm and genetic algorithm. 
Catch tightly, this paper introduces the basic principle of genetic algorithm 
simulated annealing genetic algorithm and immune algorithm respectively， and 
analyzes the advantages and shortcomings of eaeh one. Because genetic algorithm runs 
short of variety and has the problem of precocity，this paper proposes a new algorithm- 
parallel evolutionary algorithm of test data as the core of the automatic test data 
generation.  
At last，as an example，we generate testing data for the program of Triangle 















the lack of varity by restrain the antibody with high density , then make the crossover 
operate have a better effect. So with the experiment， the validity of parallel 
evolutionary algorithm of test data can be clearly seen. 
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在软件测试中，路径测试数据生成问题描述为:给定一个程序 P 和 P 中的一
条路径W ，设P 的输入空间为D，求
_







































































作为程序输入，静态“执行”定路径 W 的语句，从而得到变量的值。C. 
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